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Abstract. This paper concerns the use of evolutionary algorithms for
improving the support vector machine (SVM) classification. Method
genetic algorithms and genetic programming in the design of an SVM
in learning stages: feature selection and kernel function selection are
summarized. Experimental results of the SVM method application and
adaptation to the recognition of unidimensional spectral realization of
potatoes have been presented. In this practical non-destructive quality
estimation task, the purpose of this work was to achieve maximum
objectivity and accuracy by reducing the heuristic approach to feature
selection and kernel SVM classifier synthesis.

Introduction

The first paper that presented the currently familiar form
of the Support Vector Machines (SVM) method was published by
Vapnik and colleagues (B. Boser and I. Guyon) in 1992. Having
started in the 1960s, Vapnik and Chervonenkis� collective work
on the statistical theory of training, capacity estimation of class
decision function (VCdimension) [1,16,17] and the Generalized
Portrait method of optimal linear classifier synthesis played a
major role in the method development. It is necessary to point
out that this presupposes the linear class separability hypothesis
which is rather seldom applied in practice. This condition is
comparable to the conditions imposed in the application of the
maximum posterior probability principle in Bayesian methods.
The problem is eventually solved with the help of the so-called
�kernelbased methodology� which maps the input space into a
space of considerably higher dimension. The linear separation
hyperplane obtained in the induced space via this approach has
already become non-linear in the input space, which partially
solves the problem with the non-linear classification. The solu-
tion is partial since the new space again presupposes linear
separability. Among the significant advantages of this method are
the good theoretical validity and the existence of statistical
methods of assessment as well as criteria for quality evaluation
of classifier learning and generalization capacity.

Under these conditions, the successful application of the
method to specific applied problems depends mostly on indi-
vidual parameters which are not defined by the algorithm (as
weight factors of the decision function) but by parameters de-
pending on the user (hyperparameters). These parameters are
as follows: determining the type of transformation kernel, its
parameters, regularization parameter, models for multivariate
classification. In this case, the application of evolutionary algo-
rithms aims at finding the above parameters while searching in

an extended multidimensional space, which cannot be achieved
with heuristic methods or the classical grid search method.

Evolutionary Algorithms

Evolutionary algorithms are optimization algorithms based
on mechanisms reflecting the natural process of evolution. At
the core of this process lies learning or certain adaptation to the
environment, the difference consisting in the fact that natural
evolution affects generations (individuals) spanning over more
than one lifecycle. As is the case with nature, the infinite process
of evolution includes selection, recombination, mutation, and
reproduction. The following stages are common to all algorithms
of this type:

1. The synthesis of a set X of random solutions to the
problem (population).

2. The reckoning of the fitness function for every solution.
3. The establishment of solutions Y (parents) for X to

generate new solutions (offspring).
4. The generation of new X solutions on the basis of Y

(breeding).
5. The repetition of the process starting with Stage 2 until

a specific number of generations, preset time or a preset value
of the target function are reached.

The major conceptual framework and the stages upon
which algorithms of this type are based can be used in several,
differing spheres of application. The Genetic Algorithms intro-
duced by Holland [7] in the 1960s and the Genetic Programming
introduced by Koza [9] in the 1970s have developed as basic
strategies.

Genetic Algorithms. Genetic algorithms (GA) work with
model parameters expressed as a binary string [6,7]. These
parameters are numerical variables, constants, setting param-
eters, etc. Certain parameters may be missing but the length of
the binary string is fixed. Individual binary strings (chromo-
somes) have two basic properties. The first one is a genotype
characterized by a specific sequence and determining a chro-
mosome. The second one is a phenotype which constitutes a
decoded version of the genotype and defines the unique traits of
the individual. The parameters of each individual in the popula-
tion are decoded by the chromosome and evaluated with a
fitness function. The evolutionary process occurs via the cre-
ation of new generations with the help of a crossover operator
to combine the chromosomes identified as most suitable. The
mutation operator is applied with a moderate frequency - in this
case, randomly selected bytes from the binary string have their
values altered.

Genetic Programming. In contrast to GA, Genetic Pro-
gramming (GP) does not aim at determining the parameters of
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a preset model generating a solution but rather at determining
a so-called program (model, function) [9]. The search goes on
in a space made up of models leading to a solution to the
problem. Functions and input variables (primitives) are defined
in advance. To encode a program, a dendritic structure (a type
of tree) is used, where the operators or functions are nonterminals
(figure 1) whereas the parameters or input data for the program

are terminals. Traversing the binary tree properly leads to the
encoded function. In Genetic Programming, trees are recom-
bined via the crossover operation. In this process, the two se-
lected tree structures exchange randomly selected subtrees. The
mutation operator is also applied in this case - it involves

changing a function or a variable in a given node of the graph.
Evolutionary algorithms are successfully integrated via

methods for image recognition. [5] uses GA for Feature Selec-
tion while [10] also applies parameters directly to the decision
function. In [11], GP has been used for feature reduction in
transmission mechanisms fault detection.

Support Vector Machines

SVM is one of the recently established methods in Sta-
tistical Learning Theory for regression and classification prob-
lems [3,12]. The definition of the classification problem involv-

ing two classes is the following: there are N-class learning

images, represented by the vectors Niy ii ...1),,( =x  where:

iy  is a class label; d
i ℜ∈x - a feature vector. The classifier

is represented by the function ybf →xwx :),,( . SVM is

used to determine an optimal separating hyperplane so that the

learning examples with notations for two classes + 1 and - 1
are situated on both sides of the hyperplane at a maximum
distance (margin) between the boundary support vectors for the
two classes (figure 2).

The solution is defined by the function 0=+bwx  with

parameters ),( bw . For vectors which do not cut across the

hyperplane, the following conditions are met: 0>+bwx  or

0<+bwx . Thus, the classifier is defined as

)(),;( bsignbf += wxwx . Support vectors lie on two parallel

hypersurfaces 1±=+bwx . The maximization of the margin
with these two equations results in an optimization problem with
the following additional conditions:

(1) 






 2

2
1min w  for Nibyi K1,1).( =≥+xw .

Figure 2. An optimal hypersurface, linear (a) and non-linear
(b) class separation
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Figure 1. Representing an example of a function through a tree structure
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Since the learning vectors are not always linearly sepa-
rable, in (1) a regularization parameter C is introduced as well

as variables which account for errors iξ  in the decision func-

tion. In this case, the problem is expressed in the following way:

 (2)    
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To solve the optimization problem (2), a Lagrange form of
dual is used to get:

 (3)  
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Lagrange variables iλ  have a non-zero value only for the

support vectors.
SVM can be generalized in the case of non-linearly sepa-

rable surfaces. Typical for this method is the projection of data
into a new high-dimensional space where the data are linearly
separable. The operation in this space is simulated via the so-

called Kernel Method. If the vectors dℜ∈x  map into a new

space H , through the function Hd →ℜΦ : , then the product

ji xx .  from (3) is transformed with )().( ji xx ΦΦ . The

product )().(),( jijiK xxxx ΦΦ=  is a kernel which is di-

rectly used in (3), without explicit computing of Φ  (kernel trick).
The SVM analytic function is defined only for the separa-

tion of two classes. For multi-class separation (M-class), two
approaches are used: One-Against-All - M classifiers are applied
iteratively to separate the point of each class from all the others;

One-Against-One - 2/)1( −MM classifiers separate all class

pairs, the final solution being the class determined most fre-
quently.

One of the important characteristics of the Support Vector
Machines method is the possibility for reducing the free param-
eters of the model while preserving the levels of the classifica-
tion error. With SVM, the learning procedure automatically deter-
mines the decisive rule for a function with a specific number (of
support vectors). This contributes to the simplification of the

model (the discovery of the so-called sparse structure). One
aspect of the problem is the more precise definition of support
vectors. The research along these lines is concentrated on the
optimization of the learning sample used. A contemporary method
derived from SVM is the Relevance Vector Machines method
(RVM) [15] which resorts to Bayesian evaluation as a selection
mechanism for support vectors. Another possibility for simplify-
ing the model is the reduction of the feature space which ac-
counts for feature selection [10]. A great number of applied
problems prove that 4-18% of all features defined are informa-
tive and independent.

With regard to the so-called kernel methods, which in-
clude SVM, it is well known that the transformation function
plays a vital role. The inadequate selection of a kernel function
results in undesirable characteristics. In view of this, recent
years saw the appearance of various kernel selection methods
(kernel learning). For the most part, these methods are re-
stricted to learning the parameters of some standard kernel
functions. In this respect, the application of genetic program-
ming allows for the elimination of this condition and the orga-
nization of the more general approach of non-parametric learn-
ing.

A Genetic Algorithm for Feature
Selection

A major issue in classifier synthesis is the selection of
informative features. One of the methods for selection utilizes
GA. In SVM, feature selection is not critical to the generalization
capacity and classification precision of the classifier. Feature
reduction here is important with respect to the working time of
the algorithm which is determined by the time needed to com-
pute kernels.

In feature selection, the chromosome in the genetic algo-
rithm constitutes a binary string (table 1). The genes (bytes) with
a value 1 testify to the presence of the given feature in the
complex.

The genetic algorithm can be generally defined by the
following sequence:

1.An initial population is randomly generated

  
A complete 

feature complex s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s8 s9 s10 s11 ... 

Chromosome  1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 ... 
A tested subset s1 s2  s4 s5    s9 s10 s11 ... 

Table 1

1011010001100100100010 
0010010100100101101011 → Featured masks 
  .                  .                   . 
  .                  .                   . 
  .                  .                   . 
1111011110110111111001 
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2.Until stopping criteria (a specified time or generation
number) are met, the following steps occur:

2.1. Selection of parents from the population  the se-
lection operator. The most common variants of this operator are
proportional selection and tournament selection. With propor
tional selection, individuals with a maximum fitness are chosen
 in this case, this corresponds to the maximum frequency of
correct classification.

2.2. Generation of a new population  the crossover
operator. The function of the operator is to create offspring. This

happens with a given probability cP  and at a randomly located

point of separation. If this operator is not applied (with a prob

ability cP−1 ), the offspring inherits the parents� characteristics.

2.3. Modification of certain genes   the mutation operator.

A random change of a coordinate is carried out (with

probability mP ).

2.4. The population is renewed
Table 2 presents the results from a crossvalidation test in

the case of classification and search for optimal feature vectors
through GA. Images from a database were classified, the data
base containing unidimensional realizations of potatoes
(figure 3).

The spectral permeability of the tubers was measured
during their passage at a fixed velocity through a photometric
camera. Each potato was evaluated by an expert and, depending
on the organoleptic properties, classified into one of the three
quality classes  first, second, and third quality. The initial
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Figure 3. Unidimensional  spectral realization of potatoes for
three classes

  

  

 

 
Support Vector Machines ( RBFk ) � One-Against-One 

approach, 7.1,6.3 == σC  
Errors  

Class 1/3 Class 3/1 Mean 
Number of 

support 
vectors 

Number 
of 

features 
1.15      0.10      0.63      14 7 

Features: [ s6,s8,s10,s20 ]; Average learning time: 2.14s 
Average classification time (100 items): 0.01 s 

Class 1/2 Class 2/1 Mean Number of 
support 
vectors 

Number 
of 

features 
2.29 6.89 4.59 48 6 

Features: [ s2   s6   s8   s10  s12   s20 ] 
Class 2/3 Class 3/2 Mean Number of 

support 
vectors 

Number 
of 

features 
1.29 2.59 1.94 37 5 

Features: [ s4   s6   s10    s12   s14 ] 
Errors from One-Against-One multi-class approach: 
Class 1(86) Class 2 (88) Class 3 (66) 

82 2 2 2 82 4 1 3 62 
4.65 6.81 6.06 

Table 2
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feature complex comprised 20 features. Feature selection can
be carried out for each classifier within the general classification
scheme for more than two classes.

Synthesis of a Kernel

SVM makes use of the so-called kernel. The most com-
monly used kernels are linear kernels, polynomial kernels, and
radial basis functions:

     zxzx ,),( =K ; nK ),1(),( zxzx += ;

(4)  )2/exp(),( 2σzxzx −−=K .

Each kernel represents a given space and, depending on
the data distribution in the problem, linear separation cannot be
guaranteed. An alternative is to synthesize a specific kernel
suitable for the concrete example or to ensure a general auto-
mation of the search for kernels and their testing. The literature
published on this new development is connected with the appli-

cation of GP. The classic approach to this kind of search of the
kernel is presented in [8]. The paper [14] proposes an algorithm
for kernel synthesis using genetic programming. The method
guarantees the finding of a kernel satisfying Mercer�s theorem.
This results from the requirement for the formation of new func-
tions which are a sum of the standard ones. The article [4]
suggests the Evolutionary Kernel Machine method. Assessment
of the kernel function is performed by the Nearest Neighbor
classification algorithm integrated with the method of generating
functions using kernel genetic programming.

With this hybrid approach to learning, each chromosome
encodes a given kernel function which is SVM-tested and the
accuracy of the resultant classification is evaluated. The repre-
sentation of the kernel function is made through a tree structure
(figure1). Respective tree nodes correspond to primitive func-
tions or preset variables. Table 3 illustrates a possible set of
functions.

Basic Operators

Initialization. It consists in the generation of trees. One of

the methods for the initialization of a non-AVL tree is the
GROW Method [9,13]. With this method, a local root is deter-
mined at a preset depth. If the local root is generated when a
maximum depth has been obtained, then it is defined as termi-
nal and represented by a randomly selected symbol. If a maxi-
mum depth has not been reached, the node is defined as
terminal or nonterminal. If it is terminal, the tree does not grow
beyond this node. In the case of a nonterminal node, the algo-
rithm is recursively applied to it. To adapt the algorithm in view
of synthesizing a kernel, some additional conditions are to be
met in order to obtain syntactically correct chromosomes:

• The root of each tree is determined by the set of scalar

functions (table 3) or a norm depending on vector  ℜ  (the
program is supposed to return a value).

• Vector norm functions ( ℜ ) inherit scalar functions.

• If a given node includes a vector function ( ℜ or  ℜ d ),

its heirs are initialized by a vector function -  ℜ d or a terminal
symbol.

• The restrictions imposed on the kernel are symmetry
( K(x,z) = K(z, x) ) and a positive definite Gram matrix

 n
jiji xxK 1,)),(( ==K . The first restriction can be overcome

through designing a kernel of the following type

 ),().,(),( xzzxzx ffK =  where f (x, z) is a function repre-

sented by the tree which is to be tested. The second restriction
can be dealt with in two ways: it may be disregarded, which does
not guarantee that an optimal solution will be arrived at (although
it is still possible to find a near optimal solution) or new kernels
may be synthesized, a composition of kernels corresponding to
the condition, i.e. standard kernels (4). The research does not
envisage the discovery of a positive definite Gram matrix in order
to simplify the algorithm when testing kernels.

Crossover and mutation. From the selected chromosomes,
a one-point crossover is carried out. After that, subtrees and the
separation root are swapped. The crossover point of the first
parent is random and that of the second parent is determined
by it. To obtain syntactically correct chromosomes, if the local
separation root is above a scalar function node, the point of

Table 3
V ector functions Terminal 

variables 
Scalar 
ℜ -
valued 
functions 

ℜ -valued 
 function 

dℜ - 
valued function 

dℜ  

 
+ 
- 
* 
/ 

exp 
 

- Euclid norm: 
2

1 )(∑ −= =
d
i ii zxEn - 

scalar multiplication: 

∑= =
d
i ii zxSp 1  

- G aussian function:  

)exp(
2zxGn −−= γ  

- elementary vector operators: 
addition - zx += .Sum  

( dizxSum iii ,..,1, =+= ); 

subtraction zx −= .Sum ; 

multiplication zx *.=Pdt . 
 

(Corresponding to the 
notation o f �elem ent-wise� 

MATLAB operations)  

 
Conventionally 
assumed to be 
two because 
kernels are 

computed for 
vector pairs (3) 

- x  
- z  
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Classifier (kernel) 
Mean classification error 

rate 
(testing sample), % 

Linear 7.83 
RBF, 7.1,6.3 == σC  5.67 

Polynomial, 7.3=C , 2=p  6.55 
Through Genetic Programming 6.42 

 

Table 4

separation of the second tree is to be randomly selected above
another scalar node.

The mutation operator is applied by randomly selecting a
given node, the subtree beyond it being erased. The classic
example utilizes the procedure for node generation applied in
initialization. For the realization of the algorithm and the SVM
classifier learning, the optimization MATLAB toolbox and the
GPLAB toolbox (Genetic Programming toolbox for MATLAB) [13]

were used. To decrease search time and prevent the generation
of complicated models, the maximum tree height was fixed at
3. Other parameters are: population - 8; number of generations
- 40; Pc= 0.7 (crossover); Pm = 0.1 (mutation). Given these
parameters of the algorithm, research was carried out on a two-
class problem, for Class 1 and Class 2. Table 4 presents the
results from the minimum error values obtained from standard
kernels and through GP. The C parameter and the parameters
of the standard kernels were determined experimentally for val-
ues at specified steps. The application of GP allows for error
analysis and a choice between simpler kernels in the case of
error levels with a close proximity.

Conclusion

This work demonstrated evolutionary algorithms for SVM
machine learning. In the feature selection problem a genetic
algorithm was used in order to reduce the feature set, to in-
crease accuracy and decrease the classifier complexity. The
algorithm was adapted to the synthesis of multiclass classifica-
tion schemes. The genetic programming method was applied to
the second problem of an automatic search for a kernel function
mathematical description specific for SVM.

The experiment showed that this type of search was time-
consuming. The time necessary for the quadratic optimizer to
find a solution was vital in this case; with inappropriate kernels,
the time increased dramatically. Therefore, errors were evalu-
ated with the help of a testing sample (whereas a cross-valida-
tion test was used in the previous case) at a reduced volume
of the learning sample.

An improvement of the classification accuracy in compari-
son with standard kernel functions was achieved in this classi-
fication problem.
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